The Only Thing White is the House!

by Christina Rock and Christie Tucker

On Friday, March 14, Americans were shocked to hear that President George W. Bush was formerly black. This news was brought to light when Pres. Bush tried to steal his daughter’s 50 cent CD. “I couldn’t take it any longer!” he proclaimed. “I needed to listen to the music of my people!”

Michael Jackson admitted knowledge of this subject, stating, “It’s true, I am not alone. Bush is plastic too.” Sources say that the president underwent plastic surgery similar to Jackson’s say that the president underwent alone. Bush is plastic too.” Sources claimed. “I needed to listen to the music of my people!”

Further investigation has proven that President Bush was the lovechild of Shub, Sr. and Whoohaa OroMountain. In a recent press release, Bush commented on his years growing up, saying, “I always knew I was different. My family always pretended I was one of them, but I knew they were lying to me.”

Bush was accepted to Yale College as a legacy applicant. “Daddy wanted to give me Yale in exchange for denying me my true mother’s love growing up.” He then underwent a skin bleaching procedure when he graduated. “Bush was afraid that the country was not ready for a black president,” said Mr. Liberal McWhite White.

The Reverend Al Sharpton was enraged to hear that OroMountain was Bush’s mother. “This is ridiculous. The Bush administration is dragging a successful black woman’s name through the mud just to get the black vote!”

President Bush responded to Sharpton’s comments with a bitter tone, “Do you think it’s been easy watching Powell and Condi get all the attention for being black figures in high power? I’m the first dang black president and I’ve had to hold it in for all these years.”

WHERE’S WESLEY? First person to find him wins a lifetime subscription to Science Scurvey.
School food grows hair on your

by Stein-o-Wine

In an attempt to encourage Intel projects at Bronx Science, Mr. Richard Schweidel has decided to team up with the school’s Robotics team, the SciBorgs, to start a new and experimental hair treatment. This new treatment involves the robot named “Low-rider” hanging the subject upside down into the experimental chemicals made from leftover cafeteria food.

Theoretical, the extreme amounts of radiation in the food should cause stimulation for hair growth.

When asked why he chose the new treatment, Mr. Schweidel responded, “I just want my hair from the 80′s, even if it means being part of a most improbable experiment.”

As seen after about 1980, Mr. Schweidel has been on a quest for better hair, including one incident in 1990 where Mr. Schweidel was left with his present day balding problem. “There is just so much stress involved in looking for new and effective treatments,” he lamented.

The robotics team has done extensive research into this treatment by experimenting on hamsters from the animal room. Mr. Levy suggested, “There is a very serious market for the treatment. While testing, some of the chemicals accidentally landed on my head, and by golly, I had hair!”

Some of the preliminary tests noted that intelligence greatly decreased as a result of the treatment, but then again, you do get hair.

Mr. Schweidel hopes that by being a test subject, many more people like him will not have to suffer from hairlessness. “I have a dream, that one day my grandchildren will not have to worry about balding, for their Granddad risked his life being hung from a robot in order to advance hair growth technology.”

Science bathrooms inspire!

by Shady Naidy

Hey Girls... guess what we found hiding around our school? While it might not be inspiration for a muse, it was by those ink-filled walls. Whether through dialogue, monologue, lists, quotations, or poetry, those girls really knew how to express themselves. More than once, I found myself in tears.

Doe recalled a haiku that offered him particular inspiration when writing his novel:

“Damn stall door won’t lock
Where is the toilet paper?
No paper towels.”

“The pain is just so tangible. You can really feel that this girl thinks her needs aren’t being met. I can only strive for that kind of insight,” said Doe.

When asked what was next for Doe’s career, he answered in two words: “Janitor’s closet.”
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HIGH SCHOOL NAME
Rangers Now Have A Chance!  

By Wankster

In a bold move by GM/coach Glen Sather and principal owner Dave Checkettks, the New York Rangers have purchased the Russian Federation for an undisclosed amount ranging between one and two trillion dollars. By acquiring the nation, the Rangers now have control over every player in Russia. “This is a great day for the New York Rangers franchise. Never before was a team given an opportunity to add this much talent, so it was hard to pass up,” boasted Sather.

However, Russia was not the first choice for the Rangers, who first made a preliminary agreement to buy Canada, but NHL commissioner Gary Bettman vetoed the purchase because of possible collusion between the Rangers and Canada’s six NHL franchises. So the Rangers were left with Russia, the second largest foreign contributor of players. As a result of the purchase, Cablevision, who owns the Rangers, Knicks and Madison Square Garden have raised cable rates 5000% and fired 60% of its staff.

Alexei Kovalev and Pavel Bure, two of the most famous Russian players on the Rangers, had mixed feelings about the move. “I feel a little weird knowing the team you play for owns your homeland, but now it sure brings the fun back into gym again,” commented Senior Sara Smiley. “The students sure are using this floor wax to their best advantage,” commented Principal Riedy. “I’ve never seen so many students as motivated to come to gym class as these are.”

New Gym Wax Proves to be a SLIP-AND-SLIDE Success

by Skeeba-Deeba-Doo

Casting rates are up. Gym classes are overflowing with uninvited students. Teachers are baffled. Due to a fresh coating of wax on the Gymnasium floor, there is a drastic change in the daily routine of every student and teacher at Bronx Science. The number of cutters for gym has decreased by almost 97 percent, but a large number of kids have been found cutting their regular classes and coming to gym. “I think it’s because we changed to Mop-and-Glo,” commented Junior Ima Smartee. “It’s a lot more slippery and it’s something that students aren’t used to.”

Based on new administration guidelines, in addition to banning long pants in gym, sneakers and shoes have been banned as well. “Anyone who wears sneakers to gym is guaranteed a failing grade,” commented Physical Education Adviser Ida Beanhead. In addition to being notified through the new “Sock-it-to-Em” section of the official “Rules and Reps” form, each locker room door has a big colorful sign reminding everyone of the policy, “SOCKS ONLY - ABSOLUTELY NO SNEAKERS OR SHOES.” This mandate is also in effect for the faculty, as the gym teachers are now found sporting yellow and green polka-dot socks.

While Basketball and Volleyball are favorite gym pastimes, two new classes were added to the list: Relay-Racing and Square Dancing. With the addition of these new classes, Bronx Science students are making the grade. The number of students trying out for the co-ed Square Dancing team has increased by 113 percent. There is also a newly chartered Relay-Racing Club, which has already participated in the National Relay-Racing competition, coming back with a first place trophy.

On the down side, the injury rate in gym class is up 35 percent. More than 40 students are suffering from broken arms and legs, and three gym teachers are out on disability. Gym teacher Plumpin Fluffy commented on this, stating, “Not only does Mr. Loobster have two broken arms, but Mr. TutoPequeno is in the hospital suffering from three broken ribs after becoming part of a domino-effect of slipping-and-sliding students. Its getting harder and harder to stay alive.” School Chancellor Hardrider says that, “As long as there are no fatalities, Bronx Science will continue with its Socks Only policy.”

With the addition of the brand new floor wax, and the two extra classes, the Bronx Science atmosphere is changing. “Floor wax is usually dull, but now it sure brings the fun back into gym again,” commented Senior Sara Smiley. “The students sure are using this floor wax to their best advantage,” commented Principal Riedy. “I’ve never seen so many students as motivated to come to gym class as these are.”

From Bronx to Bandai

by Rogers and Hammertime

It isn’t hard to miss the new televisions in each room at Bronx Science. But have you ever wondered how we were able to afford such a luxury in this period of budget cuts across the board?

The answer may surprise you. Since the ID scanning system had to be reformed before it was put into effect, students received new ID cards. Principal Reidy sold the old cards to Bandai to capitalize on recent card game trends such as Pokemon and Yu-Gi-Oh.

Reidy first got the idea after a student, senior Leon Abbo, complained to her about the cost of trading cards. “Most students quickly over-looked the fine print, too eager to get out of homework and back to class,” Junior Gabe Er expressed the feelings of most of his peers when he said, “I didn’t care, I just wanted my free ticket into Manhattan on vacations.”

As of now, the trading card game has gained popularity throughout the tri-state area and Bandai is planning on extending sales to regions across the country. Across to a recent company newsletter, there are also plans to bring the game...